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Our first efforts were for peace, but soon found that those who loved Ireland were willing to make contributions to worthy charities. However, The Ireland Funds had to overcome the stigma of money for guns.

Tony O’Reilly and I discussed the direction to take. He kept us on the right path. At first, many people thought we were just another group trying to get guns to fight the peace effort; but we carried on and the idea for peace came to the fore. We were for peace and we were going to stay with it. It worked. We felt we could accomplish our mission.

In addition to Tony and I, there were many who gave their all, with financial contributions, willingness to participate, and efforts to take it to a new level. Loretta Brennan Glucksman was a gem, always there to help and encouraging us to reach new heights.

I thank God for the involvement of so many. We can now go forward and take on new challenges.
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